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Do you love seeing maps with detailed towns and buildings, but lack the artistic skill to create them yourself? Then this pack is
just for you.
Fantastic Buildings: Medieval contains 45 detailed and unique buildings that are ready to be used in your maps. Some can even
be combined with different tiles for alternate versions. Just select the building in the editor, and place it on the map - it's that
simple!
This pack contains:

A variety of functional buildings such as inns/pubs, stables, churches, tents and NPC homes.
Specialized buildings such as blacksmith, guild and castle.
Easy to use materials -- already formatted into tile sheets for you!
Material that matches the RTP, as well as the large variety of Celianna's resources.
Bonus: Tile object details (gallows, lamp posts, garden/farm fields, market stalls, castle walls, hanging signs), Tile A4
ground tiles and parallax extras.
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Title: RPG Maker VX Ace - Fantastic Buildings: Medieval
Genre: Design & Illustration, Web Publishing
Developer:
Celianna
Publisher:
Degica
Release Date: 9 Jan, 2015
7ad7b8b382
Minimum:
OS:Microsoft® Windows® XP / Vista / 7 (32-bit/64-bit)
Processor:Intel® Pentium® 4 2.0 GHz equivalent or faster processor
Memory:512 MB RAM
Graphics:1024 x 768 pixels or higher desktop resolution
Hard Drive:400 MB HD space

English,French,German,Italian
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rpg maker vx ace - fantastic buildings medieval. rpg maker vx ace fantastic buildings medieval download. rpg maker vx ace
fantastic buildings medieval download. rpg maker vx ace - fantastic buildings medieval
I like it. Thanks!. This set features building pieces, mostly exterior, although some can dual as either exterior or interior. It's not
good as a stand-alone, but really helps to flush a world out.. not bad, but could use some more flexibility in combining tile pieces
for more variety. Overall I found this pack really useful for adding some buildings that match the Germania add on graphics
pack (just my personal opinion that they match well). As a pretty inexperienced user of RPG Maker, I found the pre-made
buildings both a blessing and a curse.
On the upside, they are easy just to put down on your map, and they look beautiful. On the downside you are limited in what
you can do with them because you can't mix and match very much at all, which is the nature of the pack.
A quirk of the expansion that I personally found (but have seen no complaints elsewhere), is that some doorways were placed
between tiles. This meant that I had to open them in graphics editing software (Game Character Hub) to move the building to
get the door in the centre, so that the player can move directly towards the doorway. It is fixable, so not the end of the world.
An issue I couldn't fix was that the church spire just doesn't seem to fit as it does in the screen shots, making the wooden church
unusable, which is a shame because it looks great.
Anyway those were just minor issues. Overall this is a great pack and good value for money.. this resourse pack is pure
AMAZING and pure gorgeous!! i reccoment this 900% to everyne that loves quality tiles and work! these look beautiful ingame
especially if you are artistic and have great imagination.
DON'T LISTEN TO THE BAD REVIEWS, those people didnt use these how they where INTENDED to be used! sorry but im
not sorry that youre not artistic, use imagination, or have the artistic touch to creating.
i did about 12 different styles, manupulated the buildings and cteated my own and a whole lot! these tiles are just gorgeous and i
hope to see more work from the creator. two thunbs up and 5\/5 stars! if youd like even proof, of the amazingness of these you
can head on over to my instagram or my twitch and see for yourself (:. Basically what you are getting are premade buildings. If
you tried to make your own buildings out of the tilesets provided you would be severly limited as there are very few intermedate
blocks to allow for extension. The quality is good and they are nice looking tiles that i feel mesh well with the standard tiles but
wasn't what i expected.
If you are looking for tiles to make your own buildings this is NOT the dlc for you. If you just want the buildings premade and
ready to go, then go ahead and get this dlc. though i recommend getting it on sale. there isn't much to this dlc.
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this is a 1\/5 pack. it looks nice but its just a waste of money and time. dispite how the pictures make the blend look smooth
because of the way this software is made this is just a copy and paste of premade buildings that dont go well. dispite the fact that
the general review says mixed most of the reviews are pretty terrible.. not bad, but could use some more flexibility in combining
tile pieces for more variety. This is very confusing and maybe even IMPOSSIBLE to use, I reccomend, you DON'T get it..
Totally worth buying. You cannot build your game solely on this, but it really helps give some towns a very distinct feel.. not
bad, but could use some more flexibility in combining tile pieces for more variety
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